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First comprehensive database for spaceflight and space-relevant 

experiments.

All data are publicly available and include transcriptomic, proteomic, 

metabolomic, epigenomic, and metagenomic studies from model 

organisms ranging from plants and animals to microbes. 

Enter keywords in the search bar or use filters to search for data. To 

search across several federated databases, select NCBI GEO, EBI 

PRIDE, MG-RAST, or all.

Each study contains detailed metadata, raw, and processed data 

files. Unique to GeneLab, spaceflight studies contain environmental 

data, including radiation dosimetry data, from the spacecraft.
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Using standardized pipelines, GeneLab provides processed data for 94 transcriptomics studies 

in the Data Repository. All levels of processed data are available for download in the ‘Study 

Files’ panel of the Data Repository. For transcriptomics studies, GeneLab’s visualization portal 

pulls data from the differential gene expression tables to create interactive plots and tools to 

visualize the data.

Join GeneLab’s Analysis Working Groups (AWGs):

• 120+ scientists worldwide analyzing spaceflight and space-

relevant omics data

• Four scientific groups: Animals (Mammals and Non-mammals), 

Plants, Microbes, and Multi-omics

• Open to all scientific investigators, bioinformaticians, graduate 

students, and postdocs interested in investigating the impacts 

of the space environment on living organisms

• Email: arc-dl-genelab-awg@mail.nasa.gov

genelab.nasa.gov

• Data repository features well-curated

spaceflight and space-relevant omics 

datasets 

✓ Rich metadata

✓ Unique Identifier, DOIs

✓ Open, publicly available

✓ Ontologies, controlled vocabulary, 

community standards

✓ Searchable

• Environmental data from spaceflight 

environments including radiation, 

temperature and humidity, used to support 

data analysis

• A data system with tools to share, store, 

analyze, and visualize spaceflight data

• Coming soon! Web-based submission 

portal with a step-by-step workflow, defined 

fields and ontologies, and fast data transfer.

GeneLab Data and Tools

Visualizing the Data

Analysis PlatformSpace Omics Data Repository

Participate in Data Analysis

The GeneLab Analysis platform provides users with resources to analyze 

space-relevant omics data, including RNA-seq data.

GeneLab’s RNA-seq analysis pipeline used to generate processed data:

GeneLab has integrated a customized Galaxy platform, equipped with 

data and tools used to process omics data hosted on GeneLab. Login 

and follow GeneLab’s tutorial to learn how to analyze RNA-Seq data from 

spaceflight studies. 

This platform allows users to select tools, execute jobs, create custom 

workflows, and save all pipelines and data generated.

Example output plots from differential expression analysis of Arabidopsis 

samples flown in space compared to ground controls using DESeq2:

Example of GLDS-47 PCA plot comparing Space Flight, Basal and Ground Control samples

Example of GLDS-47 Heatmap of Space Flight vs Ground Control samples

Types of data visualization provided:

• PCA, Pair, and Volcano plots used 

to view general similarities and 

differences in gene expression data 

between samples

• Data Query to select and view 

specific gene symbols and group 

comparisons

• Dendrogram shows how individual 

genes and samples cluster

• Heatmap displays up- and down-

regulated genes for the selected 

group comparison

• S-plot used to visualize fold change 

differences in expression of 

individual genes associated with 

selected gene ontology terms 

between selected groups
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